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Welcome to issue 37 of Mental Health Matters magazine.
 
Lanarkshire Links exists to promote the welfare and advance the 
education of people affected by mental health issues in North and 
South Lanarkshire. The main focus of the organisation is to ensure 
our members have opportunities for involvement within the planning, 
design, monitoring and evaluating mental health and social care services 
in Lanarkshire.

The magazine is packed with Lanarkshire Link’s news and information on 
developments across the statutory and voluntary sector mental health 
and social care services in Lanarkshire. 

At the Members’ meeting in June Steph Sneddon and Lesley McKeever 
Department of Work and Pensions (DWP) provided information on Universal 
Credit which is being introduced in stages across the UK. See pages 4 & 5. 
 
Benjamin McElwee See Me Scotland invited the members around the tables to discuss the question 
‘What is the definition of stigma’? The meeting concluded with a recovery story from Darren Pindred. 
Feedback from the consulation was forwarded to Benjamin. See pages 4 & 5.

The local issues groups have been restructured find out more on page 6.

The Forensic Carers Support Group facilitated by Lanarkshire Links and NHS Lanarkshire staff working 
within Forensic Service - group evaluation see page 7.

In response to feedback from our carers we are now supporting a carers issues group. The meetings take 
place once a month in the evening in the Dalziel Building; for details contact Sheena Hamilton on 01698 
265232. We will report on the first six months activity in the next edition of Mental Health Matters.

At the Members’ Meeting in March 2017 Dr Jack Melson Research Fellow Glasgow University  talked the 
members through the new exciting Distress Brief Intervention (DBI) Programme that will be put in place 
over the next four years to support those people presenting to services with emotional psychological 
pain. Currently the response to distress is different and depends on where you live. There is often 
duplication of time and effort and recurring calls to the Police, Ambulance Service leading to a revolving 
door of visits to the A&E department. There is no care plan and there is a lack of compassion shown to 
service users and carers. An update on the progress of the programme can be found on page 18-19.

I hope you enjoy reading this latest issue from Lanarkshire Links; we welcome any comments and 
feedback you may have. 
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Lanarkshire Links 
Summer Members’ Meeting 
2018
Lanarkshire Links held its Summer Members’ 
Meeting on 6th June at the Alona Hotel 
Strathclyde Country Park.

Francis Fallan MBE Chairperson welcomed 
everyone to the meeting.

Steph Sneddon – Universal Credit Expansion 
Lead and Lesley McKeever – Partnership 
Manager Department for Work and Pensions 
came along to talk to the members about 
Universal Credit.

What is Universal Credit?  
Universal Credit is a payment to help with your 
living costs.

You may be able to get it if you’re on a low 
income or out of work.

Whether you can claim Universal Credit 
depends on where you live and your 
circumstances.

It replaces some of the benefits and tax credits 
that you might be getting now:

Universal Credit will replace the following 
benefits:

• Child Tax Credit
• Housing Benefit
• Income Support
• Income-based Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA)
• Income-related Employment and Support 

Allowance (ESA)
• Working Tax Credit

If you currently receive any of these benefits, 
you cannot claim Universal Credit at the same 
time.

Universal Credit is being introduced in stages 
across the UK. You do not need to do anything 
until you hear from the Department for 
Work and Pensions (DWP) about moving to 
Universal Credit, unless you have a change in 
circumstances.

In Scotland, you might be offered some choices 
about how your Universal Credit is paid. For 
further information visit:
www.gov.uk/universal-credit

The next presentation was from Benjamin 
McElwee - Health and Social Care Policy and 
Practice Officer - See Me Scotland. Benjamin 
asked the members to consider the question - 
What is the definition of stigma? People with 
mental health problems face unacceptably 
high levels of stigma and discrimination. They 
may face inequality in all aspects of life. They 
are often excluded from decision making 
processes that affect their lives and are at risk 
of suicide (mental health and stigma related). 
The Our Voice Citizen’s Panel  
www.ourvoice.scot/citizens-panel survey 
Benjamin told the members found that nearly 
7 out of 10 people had witnessed someone 
being treated differently because of their 
mental health problem. The same survey 
showed 89% of people willing to speak to their 
partner about their mental health; 57% willing 
to have a relationship.

Experience inequality of opportunity and 
outcome at all stages of life – for example, 
they may receive inadequate support at school 
to enable them to fulfil their potential and 
go onto university, thus impacting their job 
prospects, their chances of promotion, and the 
income level they can achieve, their likelihood 
of being in unemployment, and so on, 
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(Steph Sneddon – Universal Credit Expansion Lead)

can die 20 years younger, are poorer on 
average and have fewer opportunities in life 
than the general population

Can have their rights legally limited as a 
consequence of mental health issues and 
laws designed to protect their rights are often 
ignored– e.g. in the treatment available, there 
is less effective choice for people struggling 
with their mental health, than people with 
physical ailments, or people can have their 
choices removed  e.g. under Mental Health Act

Are at greater risk of suicide, not only due to 
their mental health issues, but also because 
help-seeking is hindered as people may not 
seek help early enough nor feel able to talk 
about their problems and difficulties
The members were asked for any specific 
issues that were prominent, common or 
resonated with them.

• Difficulty in finding and keeping a job, or 
obtaining entitlements

• Isolation from friends, family and daily 
activities

• Making excuses for not going out places 
due to the fear of telling people about how 
they feel

• Harder to stay in stable long-term 
relationships

• Fear of opening up to professionals, family 
and friends about mental ill health

• Anxiety about health due to overwhelming 
belief of not being listened to

• Avoiding speaking to doctors about mental 
health concerns which means treatment 
and care is not given. This can also have a 
knock on effect on recovery

• Negative experiences make it harder to ask 
for help 

• Low self-esteem from internalised stigma 
and associating themselves with the 
stereotypes portrayed about mental ill 
health

• Physical health is often affected 
too, including through diagnostic 
overshadowing.

The members then participated in round table 
discussion to consider the definition of stigma. 
Feedback from the session was forwarded to 
Benjamin.

(Benjamin McElwee - Health and Social Care Policy and 
Practice Officer - See Me Scotland)

To conclude the meeting poet and 
photographer, Darren Pindred, shared his story 
to inspire others and evidence that people 
can and do recover from mental health issues. 
Throughout his life Darren has suffered with 
insomnia and battled depression and anxiety. 
Darren finds that writing poetry and stories 
helps. He also tries to do some photography; 
doing these things can help him focus. It 
doesn’t stop depression but it helps him live 
with it. Darren filmed and produced his video 
where he shares his life experiences; the video 
can be viewed on www.elament.org.uk.
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New Structure of Mental Health Issues 
Groups across Lanarkshire

The Mental Health Issues Groups of Lanarkshire 
Links are changing to a new model, to enable 
them to more effectively engage with the 
new integrated Health and Social Care 
Partnerships in Lanarkshire. The groups, now 
called Joint Integrated Issues Groups (JIIG), 
will be meeting in five areas across North and 
South Lanarkshire every month, with quarterly 
representative meeting to network and share 
information around the planning, provision and 
delivery of mental health services. 

The structure has now been completed and 
the outline and responsibilities delivered to 
members and executive officers of all our 
current issues and related groups. The group 
amalgamation plan, reducing our eleven locale 
groups into five hub groups across Lanarkshire 
is now in place, with the three new hubs in the 
North and two in the South. In order to ensure 
a more effective demographic involvement, the 
new JIIGs have been organised as follows:-

North Lanarkshire

• Motherwell Wishaw Shotts
• Airdrie Bellshill Coatbridge
• Cumbernauld Kilsyth

South Lanarkshire

• Hamilton Clydesdale
• East Kilbride CamGlen

Issues and concerns in the ten locales will 
continue to be discussed and delivered to the 
Locality Planning Groups (LPG) independently. 
Each hub group has a Locale Member for each 
area represented, whose responsibility it is 
to attend and participate at the appropriate 
monthly Locality Planning Group Meeting for 
that area and deliver the Issues Report of the 
members of that JIIG. 

The purpose of the LPGs is to promote 
health and wellbeing along with leading 
on the implementation of relevant areas 
of the Strategic Commissioning of Health 
and Social Care with the locality’s own 
priorities. Membership of each LPG includes 
representation from service users and carers 
and a staff member to support each service user 
in this engagement. Partnership for Change in 
North Lanarkshire has taken responsibility for 
co-ordinating and supporting the service user 
representatives. 

Our delegated LPG members have started 
attending monthly meetings with support, in 
their locale. Training continues to take place 
to enable the delegates to understand their 
responsibilities and they are now ready to help 
deliver the issues group report at the LPG. This 
will be ongoing for a few months until members 
are confident in their participation.

 All members are attending the quarterly 
assimilation meetings organised by Partnership 
for Change and monthly debriefings within 
their joint issues group. The purpose of the 
assimilation meeting is to bring together all the 
service users and staff support representatives 
on the LPGs to share experiences and to 
provide them with information on the priorities 
of the Integrated Joint Board

This new model will enable our service users 
and carers to be more effectively linked to 
local LPGs, the Partnership Boards and the 
Integrated Joint Board (IJB) while benefiting 
from the involvement with a wide range of 
other service users, carers and staff.

Sheena Hamilton
Development Manager
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For more information on any of these groups please contact:

Website:
www.lanarkshirelinks.org.uk

Email:
Sheenahamilton@lanarkshirelinks.org.uk

Phone:
01698 862860

Contact Information
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Forensic Carers Support is facilitated by Lanarkshire 
Links and supported by NHS Lanarkshire staff working 
within Forensic Services.

Group Evaluation
A third evaluation to review the impact of this 
group on carers was carried out with positive and 
informative results. Group members were asked to 
complete an evaluation form of six questions. The 
responses are outlined below. 

1.   How is the Group meeting your needs?       
• Providing new information
• Teaching us a lot about mental health and 

wellness
• Sociable
• Making me feel more comfortable with my 

situation
• My worries can now be addressed with staff
• Connecting with the wider mental health 

community
• Providing reassurance

 
2.   Is it meeting your expectations?
•  Better than expected
•  Different to what we expected, but in a good 

way
• More support and involvement 
• Very open 
• Better structure
• A lot more informative
• Friendlier
• Well organised
• Learning more than I expected

3.   What has been good about the Carers Group?
• Meeting like minded people in similar 

circumstances
• Being able to share our experiences
• Friendly social aspect 
• Professionals giving presentations
• Hearing how other families are coping

4.  What would you like to change?
•   More meetings
•   Afternoon meetings
•   More workshops/training 
•   More practical sessions
•     Involvement of media to discuss the effects  

    of their coverage of issues involving mental  
    health patients 

•     More research opportunities
 
5.   Do you feel it is making a difference?

•   We don’t feel so alone
•   Can see a light at the end of the tunnel
•   Finding it easier to talk about our situation
•   Feel part of the care and treatment plan no
•   Better informed
•   Beginning to get our lives back
•   No longer isolated
•   Able to talk now about how I feel

 6.   How would you like to see the group 
develop?

•   Increase in numbers
•   Increase in meetings
•   Having our own conference
•   Groups in different areas
•   Becoming autonomous



Increasing Access to Psychological 
Therapies for Older People

  Dr Clive Ferenbach, Clinical  
  Psychologist, explains more
  about the work of NHS 
  Lanarkshire’s Psychological 

Therapies Team for Older People.

The Psychological Therapies for Older People 
(PTOP) service provides ‘talking therapy’ for 
older people experiencing difficulties with their 
mental health (MH). The service is available 
across Lanarkshire. Historically, many older 
people have experienced obstacles in receiving 
the same psychological therapies service that 
younger (or ‘working age’) adults do. Many 
factors have contributed to this.

Our society holds negative stereotypes about 
ageing, which can make it less likely for people 
to receive appropriate help when struggling 
with their mood. These include sentiments like: 
ageing is all about loss and decline; depression 

is an understandable (or normal) part of 
ageing; or therapy won’t be effective for the 
challenges faced in ageing.

However, research suggests that such beliefs 
are misguided. For many people, old age is 
a time of continuing growth and well being, 
when they can continue to invest energy in 
activities and relationships that matter to 
them. Rates of depression are no higher in 
older people in community samples than they 
are for younger adults. Talking therapy also 
has good evidence of being effective and 
therapeutic options are constantly evolving. 

There are challenges in recognising MH 
problems in older people. They can be less 
likely to talk about emotions - or to report 
feelings of ‘sadness’, or tearfulness, when 
depressed. Instead, they can be more likely 
to report problems with motivation (“I just 
can’t be bothered...”), low energy, poor 
concentration, and a general loss of interest 
and pleasure in life. Physical illness can also 
disguise depression. We might think someone 
isn’t going out because of pain, or changes 
in mobility – when it’s actually depression or 
anxiety getting in the way. We should all be 
aware of how treatable problems with MH can 
easily be missed in older people. Compared to 
younger adults, they may also be less inclined 
to ask for talking therapy, tending to leave that 
decision to their GP.

Ageing can bring many challenges, including: 
changes in mobility, loss of roles (e.g. 
retirement, and changing family dynamics) and 
bereavements.  Therapy can support people 
to think flexibly and adapt to such challenges, 
exploring how to work around limitations –and 
continue to engage in activities that give 
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life meaning and purpose. 
Through therapy, older 
people can also learn to 
cope effectively with difficult 
thoughts and feelings that 
might be getting in their way. 

PTOP offers a range of 
effective treatments for 
MH problems, including: 
anxiety, low mood, and 
other emotional difficulties. 
Our therapists use modern 
evidence based therapies in a 
flexible manner, adapting to 
the needs of every individual. 
We draw on different 
therapies, offering techniques 
and approaches beyond 
traditional CBT. Even when 
individuals (or professionals) 
“can’t see how talking about it 
will help...” – PTOP therapists 
are often able to offer 
something useful. 

PTOP is making efforts 
to increase access to 
Psychological Therapies for 
Older People. We believe 
older people should have the 
same access to Psychological 
therapies as working age 
adults, and have a choice 
of therapeutic options. This 
has involved publicising our 
service to GPs and other 

referrers, and making the 
public aware that they can 
ask to be referred. We have 
developed a poster, and 
flyers, about our service – 
that should appear in waiting 
rooms across Lanarkshire 
shortly! If you know someone 
who would benefit from our 
service, tell them about it.

PTOP has developed new 
group therapy options, 
based on Mindfulness and 
Acceptance and Commitment 
Therapy (ACT). Unlike more 
traditional therapeutic 
groups, clients aren’t 
expected to tell their story or 
divulge personal details– the 
groups are more like a course 
– teaching skills to cope 

with difficulties and move 
forward in the right direction. 
Feedback from participants 
has been very positive. This 
offers clients choice between 
one-to-one therapy, or a 
group based treatment. For 
clients with milder difficulties, 
we also encourage referrers 
to tell older people about 
the ‘Beating the Blues’ 
computerised CBT program. 
Computerised CBT isn’t 
everybody’s preference - but 
we shouldn’t assume older 
people won’t be interested. 
Some older people have liked 
the idea of ‘Beating the Blues’ 
and have benefited from it, 
so it should be offered as an 
option. Research suggests 
retirees are increasingly 
computer literate, with 
around 24% using Skype, and 
a further 54% using Facebook 
regularly.

Download the attached 
Talking Therapies for Older 
People flyer by visiting the 
link below:

https://bit.ly/2Q48GVq

 Contact Information

If you would like more  
information about the PTOP 
service, please feel free  
contact us on  
 
Phone: 01698 210 021
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Reeltime Music

What we do 

Reeltime Music inspires disadvantaged young 
people through creative projects and activities. 
To do this we offer a variety of music and 
media activities for young people aged 12-
26. These activities range from short one-off 
events and workshops to long term personal 
and creative development programmes. 

How young people can get involved 

We primarily engage young people for our 
programmes through referrals from trusted 
partners. Currently, we run three weekly 
evening groups, a volunteering programme 
and a daytime college access course. Our 
weekly groups offer the chance to build social, 
personal and creative skills through working 
on engaging music and media projects. If they 
choose, young people have the option to have 
their activities accredited. 

Many young people progress on to 
volunteering from our weekly groups. This 
offers the chance to help others using the 
skills they have developed so far. Voluntary 
Action North Lanarkshire have supported us 
to become a Volunteer Friendly Award charity. 
They also support us to accredit volunteering 
through the Saltire Awards scheme. The 
college access course is run in partnership 
with New College Lanarkshire. It exists 
as a stepping stone to formal learning for 
those who may find the transition to college 
challenging. 

How we do it 

Our approach is central to everything we do. 
We believe in putting young people at the 
heart of our work. This means collaborating 
together rather than dictating and directing 
activities. It also means starting where the 
young people are, as opposed to where 
others think they should be. We also focus on 
choice, reminding young people that there are 
relatively few occasions in life where personal 
choice does not exist.  

The difference it makes 

The impacts of music and creativity on 
personal development are now well known. 
Participation increases confidence, prosocial 
behaviours and contributes to increases in 
overall wellbeing. Not to mention it being 
incredibly good fun! 

“Reeltime was amazing for me. The challenges 
along the way helped me to rebuild myself, the 
confidence and skills I gained will forever be a 
part of me. I don’t know how they did it but they 
worked wonders, it was just what I needed at 
that time.” Helen

“Without Reeltime I would still be an anxious 
wreck but now that they have helped me grow 
in confidence I’ve learned how to use my skills to 
help other young people through volunteering my 
time.” Emily

Ryan Currie - Manager

  Contact Information

Website:
www.reeltimemusic.net

Email:
info@reeltimemusic.net

Phone:
01698 862860
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Partnership for Change  
Your Opinion Counts
Partnership for Change is a service user and carer led 
organisation, which is trying to establish a range of 
engagement mechanisms to allow people using health 
and social care services to have their say.  P for C was 
established by the following four organisations, who are 
committed to ensuring that there is meaningful service 
user and carer engagement and participation within 
the integration of health and social care across North 
Lanarkshire.  The founding members are:
• Lanarkshire Links, an organisation that involves 

people with Mental Health problems
• Carers Together, an umbrella organisation for carers 

NL Disability Forum, a network for people with 
disabilities

•   Voice of Experience Forum, a network for older people

P for C were awarded funding by the Health & Social 
Care Funding and in June 2016, they appointed a new 
Development Worker Thomas Moan to develop a 
strategy to support service user and carer engagement.  
In November 2016, the management Committee of P for 
C approved a work plan that included the following four 
participation mechanisms:

1. Gaining understanding and knowledge  
    through an independent comments system
2. Representing the views of service users 
    and carers whilst responding to 
    consultations on strategies and plans.   
    This includes supporting attendance at IJB  
    Board meetings, IJB subcommittee  
    meetings and the two refreshed Partnership  
    Boards. 
3. Involving service users and carers within  
    the 12 locality planning groups through a  
    structured programme of support and 
    training as local P for C representatives.
4. Produce a Prospectus for Change that  
    proactively identifies key health and social  
    care issues that are priorities for P for C  
    members to campaign on.

One of the four mechanisms that we are promoting 
is called Care Opinion.  Care Opinion is a web-based 
comments system that allows anyone to share their 
experience (good or bad) of the health and social care 
system in Scotland.  By sharing your experience on Care 
Opinion, you can help NHS Lanarkshire and the Health 
& Social Care Partnership know what is working well or 
tell them what can be improved so that the system gets 
better for everyone.  Feedback that is submitted is made 
anonymously and is published on their website:

www.careopinion.org.uk

This let’s everyone know what happened and shows how 
the service responds to your feedback.  Stories submitted 
go straight to the person responsible for the service and 
are usually responded to within a few days (sometimes 
within a few hours).  

Now with the integration of Health and Social Care, it is 
not just health services that you can provide feedback 
on.  Increasingly, other services such as GP Practices, 
community health services and even the support 
provided by the local authority are receiving feedback on 
their services.

Care Opinion is also a very good way of getting a 
response when you feel that nobody is answering your 
questions.  Fiona Johnson, a member of Partnership for 
Change and the Chairperson of the NL Disability Forum, 
felt like a “Hamster in a wheel”, when in 2015 she could 
not get a date for her next appointment as her consultant 
had left Hairmyres Hospital.  Furthermore, she could not 
be transferred to a new consultant at Wishaw as this 
could only be done by her Consultant (who had left).  
Advised by a member of staff within NHS Lanarkshire to 
post her story on Patient Opinion, and within two days 
she had a response and was transferred to Wishaw to be 
seen by a new consultant.

“I couldn’t believe how quickly my story was responded to 
after I posted it on Care Opinion” Fiona said, “better still, I 
was transferred to a consultant in Wishaw General shortly 
afterwards, who explained to me in great detail what the 
problem was and that it was not serious.  This was a great 
relief and allowed me to get back to normal”.

If you want to know more about the work of P for C or 
how you can get involved in shaping services across 
North Lanarkshire, please contact Thomas Moan, 
Development Worker for Partnership for Change on 
(01236) 439550 or email: thomaspforc@voef.org.uk



South Lanarkshire Carers Network

The Network
 
Our purpose is to be South Lanarkshire’s 
premier Carer information service.  We 
deliver current and relevant signposting to 
information that empowers Carers with the 
knowledge to access services.  We deliver 
a point of contact that ensures Carers have 
a voice that enhances and protects their 
rights on local and national issues. The 
Network work in partnership with services 
to manage resources for the benefit of 
Carers. We strive to support Carers’ health 
and wellbeing so they can maintain their 
caring role and secure the best quality of 
life possible for them.

Principles
 
Our identity and development is based 
upon the principles that focus on the nine 
national health and wellbeing outcomes 
with priority for our service being Outcome 
6:

“People who provide unpaid care are supported 
to look after their own health and wellbeing, 
including reducing any negative impact of their 
caring role on their own health and wellbeing”

Here at Network we have:

• Carers Meetings
• Information Fayres
• Care Awareness & Carer Champion 

Programmes
• Focus Groups & Consultations
• Signposting
• Campaigning for Carers Rights 
• Quarterly Newsletters
• And a vast array of information leaflets 

The Networks Partnership & Engagement Team

“Very helpful with good advice, 
gave me a sense of not being alone 

- thanks”
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Anyone can become a Carer at any time in 
their life. It is estimated there are 38,000 
unpaid Carers in South Lanarkshire. 59% 
of Carers are female and every year over 
160,000 people in Scotland take on a 
caring role. It is estimated that there 
are 29,000 Young Carers in Scotland a 
whopping 4% of the under 16 population.

In our daily business we seek out “Hidden 
Carers”, people who have not considered 
that they are a Carer, perhaps seeing it as 
their duty or just part and parcel of their 
normal life. We know from conversations 
with Carers that stress and isolation play a 
huge role in so many Carers’ lives.

Here at South Lanarkshire Carers Network, 
we encourage Carers to maintain good 
mental health and their physical wellbeing 
by providing information and signposting 
to local services and partner organisations. 
We let Carers know where they can source 
the right supports and services that they 
need at the different points in their caring 
journey. 

We seek out opportunities to influence and 
improve services which impact on unpaid 
Carers, we work in partnership with many 
local and national  organisations helping 
Carers find and access the supports and 
services at the time they need it.  

“Fantastic group of  
people giving their all to local 

Carers, fantastic support  
and very friendly”
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Carers can access supports and services including:

 Welfare Rights   Transport services    Counselling services
 Bereavement     Short Breaks    Young Carers Service
 Advocacy   Information & Advice  Home Adaptations
 Handyperson   Group support   Training & Learning

Getting the right supports can help Carers manage risks and the impact that caring has on their 
own health and wellbeing and their outcomes.

The Network was formed  in 1998 
by unpaid Carers to promote the  
interests of unpaid Carers

  Contact Information

Tweet:       @slcarers
Phone:       01698 285 163 
Email:         info@slcn.co.uk
Website:    www.slcn.co.uk
Facebook:  facebook.com/slcarers

 



Really Understanding Mindfulness

(Martin Stepek)

Many people have come across the term 
mindfulness in the media, magazines, TV, even at 
work. Fewer people have tried it, and fewer still 
develop it into their everyday life. Moreover there 
are different types of mindfulness and to make it 
more complicated still each mindfulness teacher 
creates their own take on mindfulness and delivers 
it in a way unique to them. It’s quite hard to 
pinpoint specifically what mindfulness is.

The most accepted definition of mindfulness 
comes from Jon Kabat-Zinn, a doctor who 
specialised in treating psoriasis patients in 
Massachusetts. He described it as
“paying attention, on purpose, to what’s going on 
in the present moment, without judgement”.

But really that doesn’t take us much further 
forward. It simply says that mindfulness is doing 
something in a certain way. What most of us really 
want to know is what it is for and why, if at all, we 
should do it.

So my take on it is this: mindfulness is a skill almost 
everyone can learn, and the better we get at it, the 
more we enjoy our life, the better decisions we 
make, the less stressed we get, the more focused 
we become on what we want to be doing, and 
the kind and more considerate we are with those 

around us. So that’s developing greater clarity, 
calmness, concentration and compassion. Not a 
bad bunch of human qualities to have.

The classic clinical view of the areas where 
mindfulness benefits people is: reduces recurrence 
of depression, reduces stress significantly, can 
lower high blood pressure, can help you gain 
control of addictive urges, helps control automatic 
reactions to situations. But there’s another, 
positive side to the coin.

Mindfulness helps you notice everyday things more 
clearly, and in doing so, we start to see beauty in 
these things, and this gives us a gentle form of 
pleasure moment by moment every day. Simple 
things like the shape of clouds, raindrops on a 
leaf, a parents walking their child to school, hand 
in hand. These little moments of joy accumulate 
inside our brains and over time becomes an 
increasing sense of appreciation of life, which 
readily transforms into a sense of gratitude 
for what we see, hear, touch, taste and smell. 
These qualities – joy, pleasure, appreciation and 
gratitude – are not only enjoyable to experience 
in themselves, but are mentally healthy qualities, 
which help us remain happy, mentally stable, 
and add to our physical health. So in a very real, 
practical way mindfulness builds deep resilience 
and joy of life inside us.

So let’s look at some examples of being mindful in 
everyday life.

You wake up, usually a bit groggy, and often your 
state of mind is far from cheery at that time of day. 
A person trying to be mindful would notice this 
particular state of mind – let’s call it groggy and 
grumpy – and be aware that such a frame of mind 
is not good to have influencing you at that or any 
time.

Mindfulness practice suggests in general terms 
that we can do one of two things when we notice 
something unpleasant or unhelpful in our mind. 
The first is just to wait it out. Emotions and feelings 
usually don’t stay around for long, usually between 
seven and sixteen seconds. So if you can just sit 
patiently for that length of time the mood or state. 
of mind might dissipate all by itself, leaving you in a 
calmer, more healthy state.
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The problem with this method 
is that very often the mind not 
only starts with a negative state 
but that state itself then triggers 
another negative thought or 
feeling, which in turns sets 
off another, and another, and 
another. Before you know it 
you had a long successive train 
of negative, often unpleasant 
thoughts and feelings which can 
be as long as ten, even twenty 
minutes in length.

So unless you feel up for the 
challenge, just waiting for your 
negative emotion to die a natural 
death may be a bit too hard to 
start with. Instead you can do 
the more common method of 
mindfulness, which is to gently 
sand subtly deflect our mind’s 
attention from its current 
negative state to something more 
pleasant and peaceful. The classic 
tool is our own breath.

Try noticing your breath right 
now. See for yourself that the 
in-breath has a nice and clear, 
quite refreshing sensation. The 
out-breath by contrast is quieter, 
more gentle, quite peaceful.

Contrast those physical 
sensations of the breath with a 
groggy-and-grumpy state. They’re 
almost the entire opposite. 
Negative and lifeless meets clear, 
revitalising and peaceful. The 
mind notices the change 

of mental state, and if we can 
just keep our attention on the 
breath rather than our automatic 
negative frame of mind, our 
whole inner mood will change 
from the unhelpful one to the 
life-affirming one.

This can be done with any 
emotion or feeling that arises 
in our mind, under whatever 
circumstance. But it takes 
practice, and it takes an attitude 
of acceptance that frequently 
we’ll forget to do it or we’ll 
allow our fast-moving, powerful 
negative emotions to override 
our mindful aims. Although 
mindfulness can and does let us 
defuse unhelpful or dangerous 
emotions at any given moment, 
which is great, its real power 
emerges in the long-term, over 
years.

If we continue to practice in 
as many moments as possible, 
and top and tail your days with 
a quiet meditative observation 
of the breath or parts of the 
body for a few minutes, then 
your mind starts to become 
mindful automatically. You notice 
more and more moments fully. 
You learn to quickly and easily 
eliminate unhealthy mental 
states as they arise. Your mind 
starts to feel clearer and lighter, 
less burdened by the worries, 
anxieties, and past regrets or 
anger that so plague the human 

mind. We can start to resist the 
many temptations to spend our 
time – and often our money – on 
whatever novelty appeals to our 
hungry mind at any time. In doing 
so we find ourselves more at 
peace, not chasing this and that, 
but rather, being content with a 
simpler, but more fundamentally 
rooted way of life.

Martin Stepek’s new short 
e-book The Pocket Guide to 
a Mindful Life, only £2.99 is a 
helpful tool to guide for living 
your life Mindfully. Its handy 
size means you can read and 
re-read it regularly, so that the 
fundamental insights about 
yourself, your mind, and how 
to master it, are within easy 
reach wherever you are, and 
whatever is going on at any 
time in your life. For more 
information, or to buy, click 
www.tenforzen.co.uk/books



Lanarkshire Green Health Partnership

The Lanarkshire Green Health Partnership 
was formed in April 2018 and is helping 
to improve health and reduce health 
inequalities by making more use of 
Scotland’s outdoors as Our Natural Health 
Service. It is a national programme of work 
growing connections between health and 
social care services and nature, and using a 
multi-agency approach. Lanarkshire is 1 of 
4 Green Health Partnerships in Scotland.

The work is supported by: Scottish 
Natural Heritage, Forestry Commission 
Scotland, NHS Health Scotland, Transport 
Scotland and local partners such as North 
and South Lanarkshire local authorities, 
leisure providers, and voluntary sector 
organisations such as Lanarkshire Links, 
Scottish Wildlife Trust, Paths For All 
and Voluntary Action North and South 
Lanarkshire.

There is a strong evidence base for the 

health and wellbeing benefits of “green 
exercise” such as: walking, cycling, 
volunteering, outdoor play and learning as 
well as just enjoying being out in nature. 
Greenspace Scotland produced the image 
below to highlight the natural connections 
to the Scottish Government’s 5 key 
objectives:

Key facts:

• NHS Lanarkshire is the first Scottish 
board area to have a Green Health 
Partnership

• Our green assets include 1 National 
Nature Reserve, 5 country parks, a 
number of Local Nature Reserves 
and community nature parks, and an 
extensive resource of urban parks, 
gardens and informal greenspace

• The 2015 Scottish Household Survey 
show North and South Lanarkshire 
Council areas in the bottom four in 
relation to the National Performance 
Indicator ‘proportion of adults who 
visit the outdoors at least once a 
week for recreation’, at 35% and 41% 
respectively, bothsignificantly below the 
Scottish average of 49%

For further information please contact the 
Green Health Partnership Manager, Vicki 
Trim
Email: vicki.trim@lanarkshire.scot.nhs.uk
Mobile: 07929 022 415

To find out about outdoor activities and 
volunteering opportunities please contact: 
Sarah Burgess, Green Health Volunteer 
Development Officer.
Email: sarah.burgess@vaslan.org.uk 
Tel: 01698 300 390
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People: Targeting priority groups such as those 
who live in areas of greatest need, carers, older
adults, people with a long term condition, 
children and young people

Pathways: connecting people to outdoor 
options by using Well Connected, Physical 
ActivityPrescription (SL leisure) and Active 
Health (NL leisure), Community Links workers, 
Veterans First Point etc. Many outdoor activities 
do not need a referral from a health professional 
such as the community health walks  
https://www.northlanarkshire.gov.uk/index.
aspx?articleid=29065

Promotion: Raising awareness of NHS and social 
care staff of the benefits of being outdoors and
asking them to reflect on the outdoor 
opportunities that they can signpost, and refer 
people to 

Projects and Places: There are over 100 outdoor 
opportunities across the whole of Lanarkshire.
One great example is Cumbernauld Living 
Landscapes  
https://cumbernauldlivinglandscape.org.uk/
who are offering “Wild Ways Well” which is 
structured around the Five Ways to Wellbeing, a
framework for promoting good mental health. 
The Five Ways to Wellbeing are a simple way of
thinking about our mental health, and suggest 5 
actions which we can all take to improve our
happiness in our daily lives. The 5 ways have 
been adapted to an outdoor, green environment:

Being connected to nature might be in your own 
garden or a local park or if you want to find out
about outdoor opportunities including 
volunteering please have a look at the 
Greenspace portal:

www.elament.org.uk/support-projects-groups/
projects-campaigns/greenspace/
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The Green Health Partnership is keen to connect 
people with nature and will do this by:
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The Scottish Distress Brief Intervention (DBI) 
programme, which is led by Health and Social Care 
North Lanarkshire (H&SCNL) and South Lanarkshire 
Health & Social Care Partnership (SLH&SCP), on 
behalf of the Scottish Government, played host 
to colleagues from across the globe as part of the 
International Initiative for Mental Health Leadership 
(IIMHL) from 27th to 29th May. The three day 
international exchange of leaders around mental 
health innovation was part of the IIMHL worldwide 
week of collaboration, themed as ‘Building Bridges 
Beyond Borders’. 

As part of the exchange Ms. Linda Fabiani MSP 
hosted a parliamentary reception during which, 
former Mental Health Minister, Ms, Maureen Watt 
told over 100 colleagues about the DBI programme. 
DBIs are an innovative way of supporting people 
in distress.  The DBI approach emerged from 
the Scottish Government’s work on the Suicide 
Prevention and Mental Health Strategies.  The need 
to improve the response for people presenting in 
distress has been strongly requested by people 
who have experience of distress and by frontline 
service providers and is supported through a review 
of available literature. This led to the Scottish 
Government to establish a DBI programme, which 
is initially being piloted over 53 months from 
November 2016 to March 2021, in Lanarkshire, 
Inverness, Aberdeen and the Scottish Borders.

The overarching aim of the DBI Programme is to 
provide a framework for improved, collaboration 
between services to provide quick, connected and 
compassionate support. 

DBI has two-levels. DBI level 1 is provided by trained 
frontline staff working in Emergency Departments, 
Police Scotland, Scottish Ambulance Services 
and primary care, and involves a compassionate 
response, signposting and offer of referral to a 
DBI level 2 service. DBI level 2 is provided by 
commissioned and trained third sector staff who 
contact the person within 24-hours of referral and 
provide compassionate community based problem 
solving support, wellness and distress management 
planning, supported connections and signposting for 
a period of up to 14 days. The DBI level 2 services 
is provided by Lanarkshire Association for Mental 
Health (LAMH) & The Richmond Fellowship in 
South Lanarkshire and Lifelink delivering it in North 
Lanarkshire.

The highlight of the exchange was a site visit to 
University Hospital Hairmyres, which is where the 
first DBI was delivered anywhere in the world. Our 
visitors met with trained front-line staff who have 
been delivering DBI level 1 support and DBI level 
2 trained third sector staff who contact the person 
within 24 hours of referral from DBI level 1 and 
provide compassionate community-based problem 
solving support. 

The deliberate controlled testing of the training, 
infrastructure and systems in support of DBI took 
place in Lanarkshire from June 2017 to October 
2017, focussed on the Emergency Department 
at University Hospital Hairmyres and the Primary 
Care Out of Hours Hub in Hamilton. The vital 
learning from this controlled testing has greatly 
supported the incremental implementation of DBI, 
which now sees all four pilot sites across Scotland 
delivering DBI since October 2017 and all four key 
front-line DBI level 1 service pathways (Emergency 
Departments, Primary Care, Police Scotland and 
Scottish Ambulance Service) now open across all 
pilot site regions. The multi-agency Lanarkshire DBI 
Implementation Group continues to incrementally 
implement DBI across localities and front-line 
pathways.
 
 

Working beyond front-line boundaries to 
build Connected; Compassionate; Support 
for People Presenting in Distress. 
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The programme is at an early stage, with an 
independent evaluation commissioned and due to 
report by March 2021.  However, Kevin O’Neill, 
National DBI Programme Manager on behalf of the 
Scottish Government, shared the early experiences 
and outcomes form DBI so far. 

Over 900 staff have been trained across all 
four key frontline DBI level 1 service pathways 
(Emergency Departments, Primary Care, Police 
Scotland and Scottish Ambulance Service) across 
the four pilot areas. The staff report increases in 
self-assessed confidence, skills and knowledge (pre 
to post training). They also report improvements 
in collaborative working and an improved culture 
of compassion. Staff also report improved staff 
experience through being able to meet the needs of 
people in distress through the additional DBI option.

As at time of writing, there have been over 1,000 
referrals to the DBI level 2 service across the 
four pilot sites, of which, more than 500 were in 
Lanarkshire. 100% of referrals were contacted within 
24hrs of referral and 79% engaged in DBI support.

The early observations show average reductions 
in levels of distress from 8 out of 10 (extreme 
distress) at time of referral to 4 at last contact. In 
addition, average findings show that those who have 
received DBI report experiencing very high levels 
of compassion both at level 1 frontline services and 
level 2, and feel they are working towards their own 
goals and feel more able to manage their immediate 
and more confident to manage potential future 
distress. Those who had previously presented in 
distress prior to the implementation of DBI also 
subjectively reported a much improved experience 
since DBI has been introduced.

The theme of the international exchange ‘building 
bridges beyond borders’ was perfect for DBI. 
We recognised that borders can exist not only 

between nations but also between different regional 
services and agencies and often between different 
departments within the same agency. Our visitors 
were most struck by the real joint working that 
DBI has facilitated and the share passion to deliver 
connected compassionate support. 
The definition of compassion which the University 
of Glasgow has embedded in DBI training is, “a 
sensitivity to distress together with the commitment, 
courage and wisdom to do something about”. 

The focus on distress has undoubtedly been an 
empowering journey. The focus on compassion 
has been liberating. Those frontline staff who 
have participated in the programme have been 
overwhelmingly compassionate by their nature 
and participation, what DBI does is help create the 
conditions for frontline staff to deliver it and people 
in distress to experience it.  
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For more information please contact:  

Phone: 01698 366988
Email: DBIcentral@lanarkshire.scot.nhs.uk
Website: www.dbi.scot
 

  Contact Information
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Lanarkshire Links, Rooms 3.5 & 3.6, Dalziel Business 
Centre, 7 Scott Street, Motherwell, ML1 1PN
Phone: 01698 265232  
Email: admin@lanarkshirelinks.org.uk

Airdrie / Bellshill / Coatbridge
Second Tuesday every month at 10.30am, Salvation Army  
Community Centre, Gladstone Street, Bellshill, ML4 1AT (Lunch 
Provided)

Motherwell / Wishaw / Shotts
Last Friday every month at 1.30pm, Houldsworth Centre, Wishaw, 
ML2 7LP (Coffee and Chat from 1pm)

Cumbernauld / Kilsyth
Second Wednesday every month at 11am, Cafe, Cornerstone  
Centre, Cumbernauld, G67 1BZ ( Coffee and Chat from 10.30am)

East Kilbride / Camglen 
First Friday every month at 1.30pm, Arts Centre, 51-53 Old Coach 
Road, East Kilbride, G74 4DU (Coffee and Chat from 1pm in cafe)

Hamilton / Clydesdale
First Monday every month at 11.30am, Crossroads Cafe, Kirkton 
Church Centre, Station Road, Carluke, ML8 5AA (Lunch Provided)


